


Animal bandages  
well proven in use

The Snøgg bandages range offers flexibility 

and ease of use on all animal species. With 

25 years of experience from animal related 

first aid products, our bandages are highly 

recommended by professionals as well as 

farmers and pet owners.

Says veterinarian Paul Stamberg “The Snøgg 

bandages may look slightly different than 

other brands; however, they achieve  

quick results, to the benefit of  

both practitioners and patients.”

Another professional user, Bjørn Tore 

Anderssen, gives this recommendation:  

“For 20 years, our clinic has relied exclusively 

on Snøgg bandages. Great absorption 

capacity, robustness and aesthetic qualities 

make them superior to other products.”

The product range comprises four  

bandage types; AnimalSoft, AnimalVet, 

AnimalPolster and ElastoQuick Sport. 

They are all easily adapted to different purposes 

and places on the animal, thus offering you 

creative freedom.

This brochure addresses some  

of the most common areas of use:

• Wound care: Choice of dressing  

for different wound stages

• Support bandages: Padding and stability 

properties; anatomically adaptable

• Pressure bandages: Bleeding wound 

dressing

• Protective bandages: Regional use

Our bandages are manufactured  

in various dimensions, allowing  

for use on animals of all sizes.  

The bandages can be characterised as 

“physiological dressings”, and they excel 

for their ease and speed of application. 

Furthermore, they  

feel comfortable and stable, and  

are thus well tolerated by the animal.



A unique foam dressing that 
sticks to itself, not to skin, 
fur nor wounds. Strong, flexible 
and easy to shape. Can be 
placed directly on the wound.

ElastoQuick Sport is a  
length-elastic fixation bandage  
for use on many parts of the 
animal body. Used for fixation 
of compresses and other 
bandages. 

Foam dressing with adhesive 
on one side. Ideal for padding 
and fixation. Must be used in 
combination with a compress, 
AnimalSoft or AnimalVet.
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A cross-elastic bandage that 
is easy to shape and provides 
great mobility. AnimalSoft is 
self-adherent (cohesive) and 
does not stick to skin, fur 
nor wounds. Can be placed 
directly on the wound.

 6 x 450 cm
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SMALL ANIMAL
BANDAGES
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LEG BANDAGING

1. Start by wrapping one length  
of AnimalSoft or AnimalVet  
around the leg. 

EAR BANDAGING

1. Shape a length of AnimalVet 
into a cone to protect the meatus. 
Make a pad to immobilize the ear.

2. Hold the pad in place 
with AnimalVet. The discharge 
will be absorbed and stored in 
the inner layers.

3. Bandage the ear with 
AnimalVet. Hold in place 
with a wider AnimalPolster 
bandage which sticks even on 
skin and fur. Leave an opening 
for the ear canal and leave the 
healthy ear free of bandage.

2. Tear off a suitable length to fit between the claws.  
Fix it to the wrap, turn it 180 degrees, slip the narrow  
part between the claws and fix it to the wrap on the other side. 
Repeat the procedure for each claw.

3. Complete the bandaging by a second wrapping around  
the leg to secure the bandages.

To make a pressure 
bandage, simply roll up 
AnimalSoft or AnimalVet. 
Follow this principle for 
suppurating sores to 
increase absorbency.
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Explanation: 
The numbers 

1-4 indicate 
which bandage 

product that 
is used in the 

illustrations
Sport



PAW BANDAGING

1. Begin by placing a length  
of AnimalSoft or AnimalVet  
between the digits and the pad.

FRACTURES

1. Follow the same method used in 
bandaging paws. Don’t forget to pad out 
by applying further layers of AnimalVet 
(see point 5).

2. Make a slot in the 
AnimalVet and place 
a length of padding 
around the dewclaw.

3. Cut a strip of 
AnimalVet to length. 
Make slots to go 
over the digits.

4. Slip the digits through the slots
and fold the bandage as shown.

5. If necessary, wrap an additional
length of AnimalVet around the paw.

2. Pad out the whole length  
of the splint with AnimalPolster.

3. Hold the splint in place with
ElastoQuick Sport. This method 
eliminates the risk of sores caused by 
rubbing. By allowing the claws to move 
freely, greater mobility is ensured without 
restricting the blood supply. Stimulates 
blood flow.
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LARGE ANIMAL
BANDAGES

ELASTICITY

TEAT BANDAGING

Notice how the elasticity 
is utilised when fixing 
the hamstring.

Use AnimalSoft in the 
event of injury to udders 
or fixation of teat plugs.

JOINT INJECTION
The bandage is placed 
directly onto the injection 
area. It is important to 
utilise the elasticity of  
the bandage to prevent  
it from slipping.

MOULD
TREATMENT
One round of  
14 cm AnimalVet 
is sufficient for 
mould treatment.

BANDAGING WOUNDS
Begin by wrapping one round of AnimalPolster 
below the wounded area. Then wrap 
AnimalVet around the wound to overlap 
the AnimalPolster by 2-3 cm. AnimalVet is 
replaced when required and the AnimalPolster 
is removed when treatment is finished.

HOOF JOINT
When bandaging a hoof joint, 
the first bandage is wrapped 
from the pastern downward. The 
second bandage is placed over 
the injection area, and must be 
wrapped some way down the hoof.
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The numbers 

1-4 indicate 
which bandage 

product that 
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Attach AnimalPolster directly 
on the area that needs 
protection, but NOT directly 
on the wound.

Attach AnimalPolster 
directly on the area that 
needs protection.

KNEE INJECTION
Begin by wrapping AnimalPolster 
under the knee. Then wrap  
9 or 14 cm AnimalVet over  
the injection point overlapping 
the AnimalPolster. 
This way AnimalVet will not slip 
downwards. For extra hold, 
secure the AnimalVet with another 
layer AnimalPolster over the knee 
overlapping AnimalVet.

If the bandage is e.g. too loose, 
it is easy to tighten - see drawing.

If a horse is troubled with mouth 
sores, the bit can be bandaged  
or covered with AnimalSoft to 
relieve pain.
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Effective treatment  
of animal wounds

PRODUCT

Self-adherent (cohesive)

Self-adhesive

Only sticks to itself
(NOT to skin, fur nor wounds)

Soft

Cross-elastic

Length-elastic

Porous

Absorbent

Stops bleedings

Adheres even when wet

Suitable for primary layers

Suitable for secondary layers

Suitable for tertiary layers

Fixation

Thickness 1,9 mm 5 mm 5 mm

Sport
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